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WHEN THE CHECKS NO LONGER
BALANCE.
T
he Framers realized that no matter how
carefully they balanced competing interests
within the republic, its success depended upon
the public virtue of individual citizens.
From the highest officials to ordinary citizens,
the Framers took the triumph of voluntary selfsacrifice over self-interest for granted. Their
vision was colored by the society in which
they lived and the stature of those with whom
they shared their vision. Said James Madison,
"collectively and individually, there never was
an assembly of men, charged with a great and
arduous trust, who were more pure in their
motives, or more exclusively or anxiously
devoted to the object committed to them, than
were the members of the Federal Convention
of 1787."
When the Constitution's authors considered
other republics' experiences, they realized
these states were not characterized by
individual altruism but by selfishness and
divisiveness. Structurally, the Framers resolved
their ambivalence by creating a system of
checks and balances within government and
an electoral sieve through which only the
"wise and virtuous" would pass to attain
public office.

Beyond licensing
self-interested
behavior on the
grounds that another's equally
self-interested
acts would mutually balance, the
Framers hoped to create a republic in which an
informed citizenry would elect capable and
public-spirited individuals to office. The
latter, in turn, would use their office to
promote the general welfare and to protect
individual liberties.
But they never explained how selfish individuals
became more virtuous than "men of indigence,
ignorance, and baseness" as they ascended
the political ladder. They provided no proof of
why anyone should act more altruistically when
elevated to state or federal office.
Today's polarization across the political
spectrum and the vast sums spent to influence
legislation are more symptoms than causes
of our current political deadlock. This
month's issue offers insights into a system
whose novel mechanical structure has
grown immobile.
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LETTERS…

I

read Policy Today for the first time today; it
was miraculous that this edition was on
criminal justice and the need for system
reform, which I have been researching,
interviewing and attending policy conferences
on during the past two years. It is no mistake
that your edition today was a godsend! So,
thank you, first of all.
I serve currently in the Nevada State Assembly
and have been looking for leaders in the
Criminal Justice Reform movement at the state
level and find it is a most difficult journey but
one that needs absolute, thoughtful and
deliberate policy attention and advocacy.
I would appreciate your help in getting me in
touch with other leaders interested in the same
type of reform efforts.
Thanks,
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THE (CASH) ADVANTAGE OF
INCUMBENCY

I

n 2004, 98% of House incumbents were
reelected and 96% of those in the Senate.
The cash disparity between incumbents and
challengers in this year's election cycle
suggests a similar outcome in the U.S. Senate
come November.
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Type of
Candidate

Total Raised

Number of
Candidates

Average
Raised

Incumbent

$261,649,801

31

$8,440,316

Challenger

$77,363,784

81

$955,108

Open Seat

$50,838,648

30

$1,694,622

Grand Total $389,852,233

142

$2,745,438

Source: opensecrets.org

THIS MONTH IN POLICY HISTORY

AUGUST 19, 1953:
CIA-ASSISTED REGIME CHANGE IN IRAN

B

efore today's nuclear standoff and the Islamic revolution of 1979,
the United States had a rather collegial relationship with Iran. The
friendship wasn't without its tensions, however. In the summer of
1953, the Iranian military, backed by Washington, overthrew the
government of Premier Mohammed Mosaddeq and reinstated the
deposed Shah of Iran. Mosaddeq's plan to nationalize Iran's oil fields
vaporized after the coup and his subsequent arrest, as the Shah
immediately signed over 40% of Iran's oil fields to U.S. companies.

Valerie E. Weber
Nevada Assemblywoman

AUGUST 20, 1982:
U.S. MARINES DEPLOYED TO LEBANON

Lawmakers and exper ts: Share your
experiences and knowledge with Assemblywoman Weber and each another by logging
onto Policy Today's online forums at
www.policytoday.com.

hen fighting last embroiled Lebanon and its neighbors, the United
States got involved quickly. During the Lebanese Civil War, a
multinational force including 800 U.S. Marines landed in Beirut to
oversee the Palestinian withdrawal from Lebanon. It was the beginning
of a much maligned mission that came to a bitter conclusion only
after 17 months and 262 U.S. serviceman deaths.

Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi

W

Israeli troops move into
southern lebanon
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THE SILENT MAJORITY
Congress has a lot of good apples, so why
don't they toss out the bad ones?
by John Foley

S

ilence. The proverb says it's golden, but just
as often it can preserve the blight that
undermines the system. We're first exposed to the
disgrace of "tattling" on the playground, where
snitches face ridicule and social exile at the lunch
table. In the Sicilian mafia, the code of silence is
called "Omertà," and those who break it gamble
with their lives.
Is it any surprise that our United States Congress
would be subject to the same institutional dynamic?
It shouldn't be. Former Speaker Sam Rayburn once
advised his junior House colleagues to "go along
to get along," and that paradigm continues to
dominate the debate on Capitol Hill.
The Framers took the existence of public virtue in
national leaders for granted. They never explained
how selfish individuals became more virtuous than
"men of indigence, ignorance, and baseness" as
they ascended the political ladder. While
frequently referring to an individual's inherent
selfishness, they provided no proof
of why anyone should act more altruistically when
elected to public office.

"Certainly, this is the most
poisonous climate I have
ever experienced in my
five decades as a
Congressman" says
John Dingell (D-MI) "But
the poisonous partisanship isn't an excuse for
misbehavior or criminal
acts." The criminal
actors in the past have
been relatively isolated,
a few bad apples here
and there. But even
today, when a cloud of What will it take to wash away
suspicion hovers over dozens of politicians, the vast
majority of our legislators are still honest,
hardworking individuals. So, why do they tolerate
the bad seeds?
More than anything, the institutional culture that
keeps corruption under wraps is self governing,
making it almost impossible to expose the culprits.
"Nothing is going on in Congress when it comes to
policing the corruption," says Naomi SeligmanSteiner of Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics.
"When you get into the system you get an enormous
amount of power. It doesn't matter if you take
longer trips, or accept money; there is an
inadequate ethics office in Congress. That needs

congressional scandals?

to change. There are a lot of laws, but no cops
and that is ver y detrimental to running a
clean Congress."
One thing is for sure, few lawmakers like to face
the fact that Congress has a problem with ethics.
But ethics and Congressional corruption matter to
most American voters. In a recent Gallup poll, 49%
of those surveyed thought most members of
Congress to be corrupt. More important, 55%
claimed corruption is "the most important" issue
to be considered when all 435 House seats are up
for grabs in November.
"There has been an ethics truce for close to 10
years," claims Seligman-Steiner. "New members
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are told not to
file complaints against
anyone. Even
when there
are egregious
revelations,
not a thing
can happen."
"Honestly, I
don't know
much about
Congressional
corruption.
But I do know
things have
changed,"
opines Phil
Congressman John D. Dingell with
President Kennedy
Power, head
of The Center for Michigan think tank. "In the mid
60's I was an administrative aide to a congressman.
I found that the members and staff with whom I
worked were capable, willing, interested people
who had their share of ambition but also intended
to serve the public. We would get together with
other members from both parties and get
something done. But today the atmosphere has
changed because of the partisan divide. Members
don't know each other well and do not work
together. There is little incentive to do that."
The new paradigm—two camps deeply
entrenched opposite one another—may be a big
reason why good representatives can't easily blow
the whistle on bad ones. It's not that they're unwilling
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to do so, but because the enforced partisan isolation
makes them unable. "I have seen a lot transpire
over the years," explains Dingle. "And this is the
most difficult it's ever been to work together."
In a handful of districts, challengers like Angie
Paccionne are running on a "Clean up Congress"
platform. Paccionne, a Colorado state
representative, is challenging incumbent Marilyn
Musgrave for the state's fourth congressional
district. Her campaign literature and speeches ring
a familiar tone for those on the outside looking in.
"Angie is not going to stand for corruption in
Congress," says James Thompson, Paccione's
campaign manager. "Musgrave was named one of
the 13 most corrupt members of Congress. She
has taken money from Delay, Ney and various other
PACs. We're out here in the West and there is a
western code. Honesty is the base of that. When
Angie gets to Washington she will help in cleaning
up Congress."
Unfortunately, these types of campaign promises
almost invariably ring hollow when candidate
becomes incumbent. Aside from the decade-old
unwritten complaint filing truce, there is an
atmosphere that leaves some members blinded.
Unfortunately, much of that atmosphere grows out
of the partisanship in the House. When one
congressional staffer—who asked not to be
identified—was asked what she thought of the
corruption she immediately responded, "It's just
because 'they' are in control now."
"Partisanship definitely has an effect on corruption,"
adds Power. "Add that to the fact that each party

9
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has developed districts with ideological extremes,
the Democrats lean to the left, the Republicans to
the right, and various bills are loaded with earmarks
that add to potential corruption and you have very
different atmosphere."
How far down the chain does bad behavior go? "I
had no idea that any of this was happening, nor
did any other staff member" says Melanie Russo,
press secretary for Congressman William Jefferson,
(D-LA). Currently, Jefferson is facing allegations that
he accepted bribes for influence and is under
investigation by the Justice Department. Jefferson
was videotaped passing a $100,000 bribe to an
FBI informant.
"I don't think
that any member of a Congressman's staff
would know
that much."
The
task
would seem to
fall to the ten
members of
the
House Phil Power
Ethics Committee, but recent events suggest that
they've been away from their phones. The
Democrats have railed against the "Culture of
Corruption" fostered by the Republican majority,
but from whence is this "culture" born?
According to Dr. Saul Faerstein, the psychiatrist
who treated convicted Congressman Duke
Cunningham (D-CA), lots of things happen to people
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different philosophy. As the county district attorney,
Arcuri feels that Congressmen get too comfortable.
"My experience with public officials is that you can't
get too comfortable," says Arcuri. "Many politicians
have a sense of entitlement as an elected official.
Once elected, I feel you are supposed to get fewer
benefits, not more. The sense of entitlement has
to be left behind. You can never forget you
represent the people, not yourself."

Congressional Candidate Michael Arcuri

when they decide to run for office, but for the most
part anything predisposing a member to bad
behavior has happened well before they start giving
stump speeches.
"I believe there is something there before the
process starts," says Faerstein. "Congress has the
same make up as society has and there are some
very distasteful people who decide to run; there
are sociopaths, and liars and cheats. But, there
are also some very evil forces there. Whenever you
have a position of power—whether a CEO or a
politician or the owner of a large company—
the evil forces pull at you to bring you to the dark
side. The forces find out your weak points and
work on them. Congressmen are the same as
ever yone else. Only the temptations may
be greater."
Michael Arcuri, the Democratic congressional
candidate for New York's 24th district, has a slightly

"One of the major problems facing Congress today
is the fact that they govern themselves" added
Seligman-Steiner. The House doesn't allow
complaints from outsiders. Therefore, unless
another member of the congressional club files the
complaint, it will never be heard. The Senate, on
the other hand, allows outside complaints.
"If we want to file a complaint, as we did with DeLay,
Bob Ney, and Duke Cunningham we had to go to
the Justice Department and the press. We look to
the press to be the watchdog now. What the House
needs is an independent ethics office to police itself.
If you have a lot of laws it only makes sense to
have some policing," says Seligman-Steiner.
However, Congressman Jim Ramstad, (R-MN) who
has diligently worked for stricter ethical standards
sees new legislation as the answer. "Sweeping,
bipartisan reforms are needed to restore the
integrity of Congress and the trust of the American
people" says Ramstad. "That's why I support
bipartisan legislation to ban privately funded
congressional travel and all gifts from lobbyists, as
well as lobbying and unfair access by former

Congressman Jim Ramstad

members. We also need to eliminate special
interest projects that do not receive individual
scrutiny and approval by Congress."
If history is any kind of guide though, Ramstad's
list of ethics reform goals will be difficult to reach.
While there is probably no "silent conspiracy"
leading virtuous legislators to look away when their
colleagues bribe, cheat and lie, the inability to stop
corruption before it starts is nonetheless troubling.
Ultimately, policing the Congress will require
a return to collegiality and collaboration
with emphasis on shared goals. In today's
venomous political atmosphere, however, "good"
representatives seem curiously silent in the face
of unethical behavior that they would never
condone in themselves.
About John Foley
John Foley is a freelance journalist, writer and
editor from San Francisco, California.
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"THERE IS COMPLICITY
THROUGH SILENCE."
PT talks with House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi about congressional corruption,
institutional concerns and the role of leadership
in fostering an honest, effective government.
PT: What is different about the nature of the
corruption and influence peddling we're seeing
now compared to other instances of impropriety
throughout Congress's history?
Pelosi: An ethical cloud hangs over the Capitol.
Republicans have allowed their special-interest
cronies to have unprecedented access, promoting
an agenda that is out of touch with the priorities
of the American people, while taking our country
in the wrong direction.
Their actions go well beyond the scope of
inappropriate behavior by individual members.
Behind former Majority Leader Tom DeLay and
his "K Street Project," Republicans instituted a
system that tells corporations and lobbying firms
whom they should hire in exchange for political
access resulting in an agenda that favors the
special interest, not the American people.

PT: If it has to do with one party's monopoly on
multiple branches of government, then isn't it an
institutional problem and not a partisan one? How
do you address it?
Pelosi: The problem stems not from the
institution, but the people serving in it. The
House of Representatives should serve as a
marketplace of ideas as our Founding Father
intended. But over the last decade, Congressional
Republicans have bent government to ser ve
their own interests or the special interests of
their friends.
House Democrats, on the other hand, will not
stand for anything less than transparent and open
government that is worthy of the trust of the
American people.

“Our government must reflect the absolute best of the
people it serves.”

not sit idly by or turn the other way while Members
of Congress violate the public trust.
PT: Is leadership the biggest factor in the latest
corruption scandals that have plagued Congress
or is it something that begins earlier?

PT: What about the many representatives who
remain virtuous and honest? Is there some level of
"complicity through silence," either within one party
or between the two?

Pelosi: It was the actions of former Majority
Leader Tom DeLay and his pay-to-play system that
established a larger systematic culture of
corruption that enabled the rest of the
Republican caucus to benefit.

Pelosi: There is complicity through silence.
Members of Congress are not above the law and
must answer for their behavior. Democrats will

PT: What about the reprisals that members face
if they speak out against impropriety by their
party colleagues?
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Pelosi: Our government must reflect the absolute
best of the people it serves. House Democrats
are committed to restoring accountability, so
there would be no reprisals for members speaking
about those who fail to uphold the highest ethical
standards. We have said all along that anyone
who does not follow the rules and the law has to
be held accountable.
PT: Outside of changing the party in power, what
can be done to safeguard the institution of Congress
against the kind of rampant bad behavior we've
seen lately? How do we maintain our checks and
balances during a period of one party control?
Pelosi: Defeating Republicans in November is the
only way to restore transparency and honesty to
our government.
On the first day Democrats take control of
Congress, we will pass our Honest Leadership,
Open Government Act and restore truth and trust
to our government. We will ban all gifts and travel
from lobbyists, kill the K Street project, remove
the revolving door by doubling the amount of time
members and staff are prohibited from going
from legislating to lobbying; and end dead of
night special interest provisions that turn bill into
special-interest giveaways.
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PT: Congresswoman, thank you for your time.
Nancy Pelosi represents California's 8th
congressional district, which includes the majority
of San Francisco. She is the first woman
in American history to lead a major party in the
U.S. Congress.

4
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Everyone should have a plan.
Take the first step. Talk to your family about what you would do in case of a terrorist attack or
other emergency. There’s no reason not to. To find out other things you can do to be prepared,
__________
visit www.ready.gov.
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ARE ALL POLITICS
STILL LOCAL?
Are today's parties driven purely by ideology,
or do local interests still have a place on
the agenda?
by Les Groscup

Y

ou're outraged, and you're not going to take it
anymore. But to whom do you take your
complaints about a deteriorating health care
system, potholes on Main Street or failing schools
in your community? The traditional mantra of "Call
your congressman!" seems quaint in an age
when the agenda seems ultimately driven by
ideology and party interests. Still, experts and
legislators alike insist that all politics are, and will
remain, local.
Notwithstanding the inherent—and deliberately
crafted—tension in our federal system, it's evident
that the give-and-take between local and national
interests has evolved significantly over the past few
decades. And, as is often the case, the catalyst
has more to do with the structural peculiarities of
our government than ideology or personalities.
Who's steering the ship?
Most Americans can be forgiven for their confusion
when it comes to the complexities of our federal

model. In many ways, what
we have today is a bizarre
parody of what the Framers
envisioned in the late 18th
century. Thomas Jefferson
would likely recoil at
the concept of federallymandated educational
policies like No Child
Left Behind, and the Do local interests have any weight outside of city council meetings?
dominance of today's political parties would leave
Others say that the practice is purely natural.
Madison shaking his head. Regardless, the twoRegardless, national party leadership now has a
party system has been the default setting for
much heavier hand in selecting candidates than it
American politics for generations, and it doesn't
once did, according to Congressman David Price
appear likely to change any time soon. The
(D-NC). "Congressional candidates are heavily
question, then, is whether or not our increased
recruited now," he says. "Both parties have a lot to
reliance on political parties comes at a cost to
do with who is running and they weigh heavily on
local interests.
the nominee once they win the election."
Most members of Congress argue that local issues
come first when deciding their individual agendas,
but there are exceptions. When your very presence
in Washington is due to a helping hand from the
party brass, allegiances often waver.
The chosen ones
Many have argued that the phenomenon of
"candidate picking" by party leaders in Washington
has disconnected people from their representatives.

How does this affect the local/national dynamic?
By placing more emphasis on ideological cohesion
than local representation. Many scholars trace the
phenomenon back to Newt Gingrich's 1994 class.
"I'm not the first one to observe this, but part of
their allegiance—their marching in lockstep here—
was a result of how they were recruited, funded
and ultimately, how they won their elections,"
explains Price. "The nationalization of that election
took place on many levels, including recruiting and
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financing candidates. As we can
see, that ended
up being kind of
the wave of the
future, with both
parties
doing
more of that now."
But greater party
discipline doesn't
always come at the expense of local representation.
"There's clearly a recent trend in both parties
toward very high-powered campaign committees
in both the House and the Senate. The trend
toward stronger party leadership in the house is
long-standing though. There are all sorts of reasons
for it, and only part of them is related to electoral
politics," explains Price. The respected Duke
University political science professor should know;
he literally wrote the book—The Congressional
Experience—on the process.
U.S. Congressman David Price

The rise of the consultants
With a system that pushes representatives into a
perpetual campaign cycle, many have argued that
campaign consultants and other political operatives
have seen their role strengthened as legitimate local
concerns are drowned out by effective sound bites.
That's not entirely true, however.
"They certainly have a degree of influence, but it
will vary tremendously from member to member,"
notes Congressman Tom Cole (R-OK), himself a
former university professor and campaign
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consultant. "At the end of the day, very few
consultants will continue to have a stake in the
issues. Overall, their maximum influence is usually
during the first campaign."
Political consultants probably wield more power in
state legislatures than in Congress. In states where
term limits guarantee an atmosphere of continuous
turmoil, two fringe groups—lobbyists and political
consultants—see their influence wane and swell,
respectively. "Term limits don't help lobbyists
because lobbyists gain their influence by building
relationships and doing it over time," says Cole. "But
they increase the influence of the political
consulting community enormously."
Hijacking our political parties?
So, local interests aren't being altogether subverted
by campaign consultants or the demands of party
leadership. But what about others? David Horowitz
and Richard Poe's recent book, "The Shadow Party:
How George Soros, Hillary Clinton, and Sixties
Radicals Seized Control of the Democratic Party"
and hundreds of distressed political blogs suggest
that a small cadre of high-profile, well-funded
individuals can shift a party platform and even play
kingmaker in certain elections. "That sounds a little
farfetched to me," scoffs Price. "Hillary Clinton is a
draw because she's a very prominent person who
is likely to run for President of the United States."
Price notes that the top fundraisers in the house
are mainly official party leaders. "It's not like there
are a lot of free-floating members who have huge
amounts of cash to shower upon marginal
members," he says.
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A sign of the times
Beyond anything else, advanced technology is
probably the biggest thing to happen to local
representation in the past 25-30 years.
Constituents can now contact their legislators by
mail, fax, phone, e-mail, instant messenger, SMS
or in person. And while that greater connectivity
would seem to benefit the local interest, it comes
at a cost. "It fragments the policy process," explains
Cole. "Ultimately, the
more things you have
to compromise with
people on, the more
difficult it is to come to
an agreement."
Pressured from so
many angles and under
a crush of information
from interest groups,
constituents, party
leaders and their own U.S. Congressman Tom Cole
staffers, can members of Congress be blamed for
toeing the party line? "We have a combination of
local people who don't want to face reality and
short-term political thinking on both party's behalf,"
says Cole. "In the end, national problems drive
national policies. We're going to have to do some
things in the future that aren't easy just to hold
onto what we have."
About Les Groscup
Les Groscup is a freelance writer from
Sacramento, California.
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"THE GAME IS SIMPLE:
IT'S R'S AND D'S"
If you're looking for a member of Congress
with the academic credentials and practical
experience to weigh in on the Hill's current
political dynamic, Oklahoma's Tom Cole is
a good bet. PT sat down with the former
college history and politics professor to
discuss the intersection of local and
national interests in Washington.
PT: There has been some debate recently about
the way local interests are represented within
national policies. Could you talk about the
intersection between the two, and how well local
and national interests are integrated when crafting
federal policy?
Cole: I think that local interests are actually quite
well represented. Most of the representatives I
know are very sensitive to the concerns of their
districts. Beyond that, I think that local interests
have banded together into national movements
much more effectively than they have at any other
point in American history, or at least over the
last 20-30 years. There are so many different
associations that have very effective lobbies in
Washington, and they are very good at finding
local members to help push their national policy

agenda, either by
coming to the Hill or
visiting with you at
your district office.
PT: You mentioned that
things have changed
over the past 20-30
years. Are people just
organizing better, or is
there more to it?
Cole: Well, it's a lot
easier to mobilize
grassroots and direct “I think that local interests are actually very well represented.”
them. Sure, individual companies and interests
wasn't the case 25-30 years ago. Long distance
have always been able to come together, but their
telephone calls used to be a big deal, now they're
ability to form national organizations really allows
nothing. That's without mentioning the Internet
them to magnify their influence. They can do it
and other technology. Even jet air travel has
through everything from constant lobbying and
revolutionized the manner of the job. The number
education campaigns to direct political action.
of people from my district that I see up here on
If anything, localities are at least as well
the Hill is truly shocking, and dramatically more
represented at the national level as they have been
than it was when I first got into this business as a
at any time in history.
district director for a congressman.
Plus, if you look at the amount of time
representatives spend in their district, that's
telling as well. Most representatives live in their
localities outside of Washington all the time. That

PT: That sounds like a double-edged sword.
Doesn't it also make it more difficult for members
to reconcile all of the new information within the
policymaking framework?
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Cole: It does. I think it is more difficult now, and
it fragments the policy process. It may educate
you and make you more effective individually, but
it makes it much more difficult to cooperate with
people from other parts of the country and
different interest groups. It makes it difficult to
know where to focus, as well. A lot of people locally
don't understand how much of our work is done
in committee, and they wonder why we can't
be as responsive on certain issues. Ultimately,
the more things you have to compromise with
people on, the more difficult it is to come to
an agreement.
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almost stable Democratic majority for so long; it
made party leaders less important because they
weren't as operative in maintaining the majority.
They were more important with respect to
mediating and organizing the different factions
inside the parties. Now, what your leadership does
is really important to whether or not you maintain
the majority. At least under the Republicans—
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were almost like barons. They could easily defy
even the speaker.
PT: What about in the candidacy stage? How much
influence does party leadership have over selecting
and promoting new candidates throughout
the process?
Cole: In terms of other people's candidacies,
decisions on the Hill don't make much
difference. The game up here is pretty simple:
it's R's and D's. If you think someone can win,
it doesn't matter if you like them or not, or
even if you agree with them or not. If they're
going to add to your numbers, you're going to
put everything you have behind that individual
to see that they win. That's where leadership
comes in, but that's only after the candidate
has become the nominee. Before that, leaders
generally aren't involved.

PT: We certainly hear all about the partisanship
in Congress now, but it seems like this relatively
new deluge of outside pressures could bring
new intra-party strains as well.
Cole: Without a doubt. Of course, Madison
envisioned that. He spoke of the multiplicity
of interests being the best safeguard for
liberty. The founders didn't anticipate the role
of par ties though, and for all of their
problems, the parties do help boil the issues
down to a choice. Thank God we don't have a
European-style system, as big and diverse as
this country is. If Congress were the Knesset,
it simply couldn't function.

“Ultimately, the more things you have to compromise with people on,
the more difficult it is to come to an agreement.”

PT: Does party leadership hold more or less sway
over the agenda than it has in the past?
Cole: I think probably more. I think that's partly
a function of our competitive political
environment. We had what looked to be an

whether they like to admit it or not—power has
gravitated to the leadership. The leaders are
therefore very important in deciding what we're
going to do, setting the agenda and then coming
to a final deal. There's always some tension with
some committee chairs, but at the end of the
day, it's not like the 50's and 60's when chairmen

Our leaders are also ver y important to
achieving your objectives once you get here.
Groups like the Club for Growth and Emily's
List can do a lot to help me get to Washington,
but once I'm here, they can't put me on Ways
and Means. Once you get to Washington, their
power ends, but that's precisely where the
power of party leadership begins.

PT: Congressman, thank you for your time.
Tom Cole represents Oklahoma's 4th Congressional
district. He serves on the House Rules Committee
and the Standards of Official Conduct Committee.
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THE CHANGING FACE OF
AMERICAN PLURALISM
Americans' ability to come together is part of
the country's democratic bedrock. But are we
trading our bonds of association for
"checkbook advocacy groups" and civic
disconnection?
by Erik D. Aker

A

mericans have always been excellent
congregators. From the Revolutionary War to
the Million Man March, our essential ability to unite
has maintained our democratic tradition and
shaped our national character, even as the
contours of our associations change and develop.
Our "clubs" have traditionally included churches,
professional associations, trade unions, employers
and local community groups, but advanced
technology has made virtually any type
of association not only possible, but easy and
relatively cheap.
America's first sociologist, Alexis de Tocqueville,
wrote: "In no country in the world has the principle
of association been more successfully used or
applied to a greater multitude of objects, than in
America. There is no end which the human will
despairs of attaining through the combined
power of individuals united into a society."

The group ser ves
as a conduit of
organized social power.
Groups and associations focus individual
action toward productive ends.
So, are Americans
really better at linking
up with one another Declining membership in organizations like the Elks Club could have more serious
than citizens from other ramifications for our civic tradition.
countries? It would be difficult to say that they are,
of social control to the national government's
but it takes very little effort to see that pluralism—
carefully circumscribed political authority. In a state
the notion that the state is less an association of
in which authority was widely diffused and which
individuals than an association of co-equal and
relied heavily on the voluntary cooperation of its
cooperating groups—is one of the core principles
members to maintain order, these factions and
embedded in the constitutional structure. In many
associations served many important functions of
ways, Americans behave according to these
social control and social action. Indeed,
constitutional parameters.
the republic's political mechanisms are
specifically designed to balance internal conflict
between competing factions, not necessarily to
Groups and associations focus individual
harmonize them.
action toward productive ends.
Democracy assumes the existence of a multitude
of different groups and interest groups. Madison
criticized the destabilizing effect of competing
factions, but their existence also added a means

The decline of American pluralism?
While celebrating the American ability to form
associations, de Tocqueville famously decried
individualism as catastrophic for the democratic
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themselves have replaced the give and take of
open-minded discussion. It should come as little
or no surprise, then, that the intense polarization
in our legislative bodies simply mirrors the shrill
discourse that increasingly characterizes American
society at large.
How do we measure civic engagement?

Alexis De Tocqueville

process. Some experts now think that Americans
have lost this associational ability, and that they
are becoming increasingly isolated and lonely, all
of which could be disastrous for their civic
engagement.
And even for those who think America's penchant
for forming associations continues unabated,
there's another issue: the intent and purpose of
the organizations that now occupy the national
stage. Political action committees, 527
organizations, and single issue advocacy groups
targeting the political and electoral processes

One answer comes from Robert Putnam, whose
1995 Journal of Democracy essay, "Bowling Alone,"
initiated a lively debate fueled by his book of the
same title, published five years later. Putnam's
central thesis is that a decline in American civic
engagement could be measured by both the
decline in voting and the decline in associational
membership. According to Putnam, "Membership
records of such diverse organizations as the PTA,
the Elks club, the League of Women Voters, the
Red Cross, labor unions, and even bowling leagues
show that participation in many conventional
voluntary associations has declined by roughly 25%
to 50% over the last two to three decades." He
connected membership in these organizations with
other types political engagement, stating "Surveys
show sharp declines in many measures of
collective political participation, including attending
a rally or speech (off 36% between 1973 and
1993), attending a meeting on town or school
affairs (off 39%), or working for a political party
(off 56%)."
Michael Schudson, a Professor of Communication
at UC San Diego who has written widely in response
to Putnam's ideas, states Putnam's point simply:
"In the latter years, there were just as many people
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who had bowled
as in the earlier
period, but fewer
of them bowled
in leagues. In
truth, they weren't
bowling alone;
they were bowling
with friends but
the notion was
that we've lost
that Tocquevillian
interest or capacity to bond
with others."

Former Clinton adviser William
Galston

Certainly a startling piece of analysis, but is it true?
Many analysts think so. In fact, Putnam's article
resonated not only with sociologists and political
scientists, but it also scored him a readership far
outside of academia, even getting him invited to
Camp David to advise President Clinton on
American civic engagement. Only one serious
article that disputed Putnam's numbers emerged.
Written by Nick Lemann and titled "Kicking in
Groups," it contradicted Putnam by focusing on
nontraditional associations and other kinds of
community involvement, such as youth soccer
leagues, which have witnessed dramatic increases
in participation. Lemann also argued that
community engagement could be demonstrated
in the increased number of restaurants, and the
number of small businesses which has more than
doubled since 1970. The trouble with the last two
examples given by Lemann, however, is that the
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growth of fast
food restaurants
has driven both
increases, and
one could hardly
argue that fast
food restaurants
increase civic
engagement.
William Galston,
a political theorist
who was the
Deputy Assistant
Professor Michael Schudson
for Domestic
Policy under President Clinton, agrees. "There has
been a decline in various kinds of associational
activity," he says. "This is something that is
empirically demonstrable." When pressed for
examples of this decline, Galston sites Putnam's
book and gives some examples of his own: "The
most obvious example is voting, but there are a
number of non-voting forms of political
engagement which were a lot more robust 30 or
40 years ago, very simple things like putting up
yard signs, going to political meetings and rallies,
talking with other people about your political ideas
and candidate preferences, etc."
There are some organizations that have risen to
take the place of traditional associations, but
Putnam argued that these did not contradict his
thesis. In contrast to the associations he mentioned
(the Elks Club, Rotary, League of Women Voters,
and VFW), Putnam argued there were also "mailing
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list" organizations, among the ranks of which he
included AARP and the Sierra Club. These
organizations he argued were "highly significant in
political (and commercial) terms," but they were
"not really a counterexample to the supposed
decline in social connectedness, since these are
not really associations in which members meet one
another." In short, these organizations did not
increase social connectedness, what Putnam called
"social capital."
Galston characterizes the relationship one has with
an organization such as the Sierra Club or AARP in
similar terms. "You might have an email relationship
with a national office from time-to-time," he says,
"but it's usually one way." He contrasts this to "the
heyday of the voluntary association," where "the
dominant organizations had local groups and
people actually met face-to-face."
Many theorists have been quick to criticize these
"checkbook organizations," where, according to
Michael Schudson, "What you do to be a member
is write a check and get a newsletter." Schudson
reiterates Galston's point, pointing out that "These
organizations may have their value, but they are
essentially run by elites headquartered in
Washington. They're not genuinely democratic
and participatory in the way that the VFW or
the American Legion or others, including PTAs,
had been."
Okay. Maybe direct associational membership has
declined and "checkbook organizations" now
abound, but what does this mean for the individual
voter? Some theorists, including Putnam and
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Galston, connect these trends to deeper
sociological trends. In a report published in June,
it emerged that the number of people with whom
Americans feel able to discuss important things
has dropped by one-third, down from 2.94 people
in 1985 to 2.08 people in 2004. Putnam's book
predicted this kind of isolation, and he was
mentioned widely in relation to the study.
Fundamentally, many sociologists and political
theorists believe that this all spells trouble for
political discourse in America. "At the associational
level," Galston believes, "a number of social
processes have pushed us in the direction of

"The American Republic will endure, until
politicians realize they can bribe the
people with their own money."
greater individualism, even solitude, even
loneliness. We have more people living alone than
ever before, for instance." If these theorists are
right, our political discussion may be further
skewed by interest groups and become even more
fractious and polarized. Such an outcome may
have been exactly what de Tocqueville feared,
prompting him to remark, "The American Republic
will endure, until politicians realize they can bribe
the people with their own money."

About Erik D. Aker
Erik D. Aker is a professor of humanities and
freelance journalist from San Diego, California.
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